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I’m thankful for ___________ 
because he is . . . 

______________________ 
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________ 
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Draw a picture of your friend.

 

Kaiden

Kaiden

kind, polite and very smart.

He is good at lots of sports,
shares things, and helps
others.  Kaiden is a nice

friend.

A note  
from your

__________________________________

I’m thankful that you are  
in our class and I think you are 

simply “turkey-rific!”  
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from your
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I’m thankful that you are  
in our class and I think you are 

simply “turkey-rific!”  
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We Are Thankful For  
Our Classmates 

By: _________________ 
_________ 

____________________
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Our class is  
“turkey-rific!”

Mrs. Henderson’s 

2015-2016

first graders

Thankful Writing Prompt Craftivity



Thankful Writing Prompt Craftivity



A Thankful Class
By _________________

_________
____________________
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Name tags

Write a child’s name on 
each one of the hats.  

Students choose a name 
and write why they are 
thankful for that child. 

i.e. 
I am thankful for Kelli 
because she is kind, 
caring, and polite. 

She shares nicely and is a 
good friend. 

Encourage students to 
use at least 3 adjectives 
to describe their friend 
and finish with at least 2 
verbs of what they do. 

Clip art by mycutegraphics.com

A Thankful Class Book



Funtastic Fall PK-1

Diane Hender son 

November Math Packet
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Print, laminate and trim.  Students clip a clothespin to the number that matches the number word.  
So that students can self-check, mark an X on the back of the card where the correct answer is. 

cTeachWithMe.com     ! ! ! ! ! ! Turkey Clip art by Laura Strickland
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1-to-1 correspondence. Print, laminate and trim.   Students match the shape tile to the matching turkey.  Make extra sets to play a Memory 
Match game, or “I Have; Who Has?”            cTeachWithMe.com

circle oval
triangle

square rectangle hexagon

Trace and color the shapes inside the 
web. Color all of the same shapes the 
same color. Add them up and complete 
the graph below. Use the matching 
colors to fill in the boxes.

Shapely Spider Web

Totals:

Grand Total

Total:

Grand Total:

Draw the shape 
that had the 
most.

Draw the shape 
that had the 
least.

Name:

Color me!

Color each kind of shape a different color.
i.e. all of the circles are red. 

Color, count and graph.
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Students match numbers to number 

words, numbers to

acorn 10-frames, or all three. 

I’ve purposely made them 

different sizes so they know to choose 

one of each.  You can 

also run the words off on a fall 

color paper, like orange. 

Besides Memory Match, students can 

play “I Have; Who Has?” or simply find 

all 3 matches as a center activity.

cTeachWithMe.com

Mayflower  
Mayhem

TeachWithMe.com
Clip art by mycutegraphics.com
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Happy Thanksgiving!

Number Flashcards for Acorn Counting by 1’s 
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If you liked this fall-themed resource,  
you may also like these other  

autumn activities as well.  Diane

Tiny Tweets From:
dollardoodles.com
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   The Standard Scarecrow  

Diane Hender son 

ABC 
Me!

Letters, Numbers, 

Shapes, Time, Vowels,  

Colors, Blends, Words:  

Rhyming, Compound, CVC, 

Beginning S Sound  

& Contractions. 

Click on pix.
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Designing stuff for TpT, is extra fun because of the awesome 
clip art & fonts that I use from these talented artists. 

0415210111

Dianne J. Hook

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Melonheadz
http://www.djinkers.com/
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Whimsy-Clips
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Rebeccab-Designs
http://www.mycutegraphics.com/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Graphics-From-The-Pond


Terms of Use: All rights reserved.  
No part of this publication may be 
reproduced, distributed, or 
transmitted in any form or by any 
means, including photocopying, 
recording, or other electronic or 
mechanical methods, without the 
prior written permission of the 
publisher: dianetpt@gmail.com 

This resource is for one personal 
classroom use by a single teacher.  
Duplication for an entire school, or 
commercial purposes is strictly 
forbidden, without written 
permission from the author. To 
share this resource with more than 
one teacher, would you please refer 
them to my store.  

Copying any part of this product 
and placing it on the internet in any 
form, even for personal/classroom 
use, blog or website, is strictly 
forbidden and is a violation of the 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA).  These items can be 
picked up in a Google search, and 
traced back to the publishing site.  

Copyright 2015 by Diane Henderson 
of TeachWithMe.com 

Tiny Tweets From:
dollardoodles.com

               Thank you so much for buying this product.  

             I truly hope you’ll love this item & that it will  
                make your life easier & teaching more fun! 

To my loyal followers: I promise to post at least one FREEBIE each 
month that will hopefully knock-your-socks-off. 

Please take a moment to leave feedback to earn valuable points,  
which equal money for future TPT purchases!  Woo hoo.   

             If for any reason you’re unhappy, please email me at:       
            dianetpt@gmail.com 
                                                Blessings,  Diane

“Believe you 
can and  
you’re  

half way 
there.”
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